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About Vesa
Vesa is a blockchain service for trade on cryptocurrency exchanges. There are two parties
on the market. First, there are purchasers who want to earn from exchange rates but don't
have expertise. Second, there are traders who successfully trade on exchanges and are
looking for sources of enlarging their capital.
The main Vesa's feature
Vesa keeps track of all trade actions performed by a trader and duplicates them in the
purchaser's account. Thus, the purchaser gets the opportunity to trade successfully on the
exchange, while the trader receives commission for copy trading – ready assets that they
can use further in trade.
Uniqueness
Vesa allows copy trading on different exchanges through API. That is, the trader can work
on one exchange and all his actions will be copied into the purchaser's account on the
other exchange. It makes the project a universal tool for earning on cryptocurrencies.
Format
Vesa is just a service giving you the technical opportunity for copy trading, offering you a
list of traders based on the long-term analysis of the trading strategies, the investment
portfolio, and trading statistics for purchasers. The project doesn't have a trading platform
and doesn't keep users' money. It is a kind of a superstructure over cryptocurrency
exchanges which unites them.
Tokens
The project's VSA tokens will be used for paying out commissions to traders. Purchasers
will buy VSA via their personal account and transfer them to the trader's account.
Presale is scheduled for 27 March to 27 April 2018. Public Sale will take place from 1 May
to 31 May 2018. The stage that is currently being implemented is Private Sale, when
medium and large purchasers can buy tokens at a discount of up to 60%.
Degree of Project Completion
There are currently a pre-alpha version of the project, iOS and Android apps. After Presale,
the public alpha version will be ready, and in early April 2018, we will launch a fullyﬂedged working project.
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Development
Vesa can be very well scaled. The idea of the project can be applied not only to the
cryptocurrency market but also to the stock one. Besides, the future project development
will likely involve setting up our own cryptocurrency exchange, cryptowallets, integration of
leverage, personal API, social media features.
Team
Vesa is developed by an international team experienced in cryptocurrency ﬁntech projects.
We want to apply our experience and knowledge to implement a large project with a
unique idea and considerable scaling of the project in the future.
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Tokens
The purchase of the project's tokens at ICO gives backers the opportunity to use the Vesa
platform.
1. Up-to-dateness and uniqueness
The project is directly connected with earning on cryptocurrencies, which is a massive
trend nowadays and reaches a huge international audience. Vesa is oriented towards the
new wave of newbie purchasers, who need a simple tool helping to make the market trade
less risky.
The copy trading tool and no access to users' funds make Vesa a transparent and attractive
platform for investing in the cryptocurrency market, which, as we may expect based on
previous experience, will increase its capitalization and renown.
The feature of independent copying of the transactions from various exchanges is currently
unique on the cryptocurrency market, therefore Vesa won't have direct competitors.
As a result, a lot of users will ﬁnd Vesa interesting.
2. Tokens in the project infrastructure
VSA tokens are integrated in the project. By means of them, traders are paid commissions
for copy trading. Purchasers will buy them for ﬁat money or cryptocurrencies. It creates a
win-win situation when newbie purchasers earn on investment in cryptocurrencies, traders
get additional income.
At Presale and Public Sale stages, project users are offered discounts on commission, which
attracts the backers who themselves are purchasers in other projects or cryptocurrencies.
Thus, Vesa's backers will get additional advantages from the premium use of the product at
early stages.
This will in turn form the primary audience of active users who believe in the project,
because they back it. Consequently, the project will receive free publicity, which, together
with advertising campaigns, will foster an inﬂux of new users.
3. Token issue control
An additional token issue will be technically impossible. That makes the number of tokens
ﬁnite.
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Problem
Blockchain technologies that appeared in 2009 have become a serious competitor for a
stock market in the area of investment and trading. Blockchain potential is of particular
interest to purchasers and funds, which has created great demand for cryptocurrencies and
increased their market capitalization. As of the fourth quarter of 2017, cryptocurrency
market capitalization ranges from $160 to 180 billion. Compared to 2015, market growth
totaled 1,800 per cent.
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The rapid growth attracts traders, because it gives them the opportunity to earn more on
their trading strategies. Numerous exchanges trade hundreds of cryptocurrencies,
accumulate large amounts of money. Daily trading volume on Poloniex, the largest
cryptocurrency exchange, reaches $350 million, while the number of registered users is
over 3 million people.
On the one hand, the higher capitalization volume is, the larger trading companies can
enter the market. In 2015, capitalization was about $3.5 billion and large trading
companies were not interested in the market, while now most of the companies already
actively trade cryptocurrency. They make hundreds of per cent of income, because
capitalization lets them invest millions.
On the other hand, the opportunity of quickly getting money from cryptocurrency growth
attracts thousands of people to exchanges every day, who don't have any experience in
investing and trading and only slightly understand how blockchain works. As a result, a lot
of people lose their money on investment in the cryptocurrency.
An inﬂow of newbie purchasers has a positive effect on cryptocurrency capitalization and
mass introduction of blockchain technology; however, lack of experience and knowledge
may quickly extinguish the new wave of investors' interest and hamper the development of
the sphere.
Furthermore, a large number of citizens losing their money is one of the reasons why some
countries' authorities may tighten control over or ban cryptocurrencies and people may
compare them to pyramid schemes.
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Solution
The root of the problem is found in the rapid cryptocurrency market growth and record
pace of its increasing renown among people, who are far from trade on exchanges. They
lack professional expertise, but the frenzy around the growth motivates them to invest
right away, therefore the problem can't be solved by traditional ﬁnancial education.
If we look at the audience of cryptocurrency exchanges from the point of view of
knowledge, we'll see two segments. The smaller one is represented by professional traders
who have experience of successful trade. The larger one includes newbie purchasers who
lack it. Thus, two audiences need to be connected through a technological bridge that will
help pass the knowledge for successful trade on to newbie purchasers in exchange for
certain payment in the form of commission to experienced traders.

Purchasers

Traders

A Blockchain service, which passes the knowledge on by copying traders' transactions on
the purchaser's account, may become such a bridge. A newbie purchaser automatically
duplicates an experienced trader's trading strategy, which gives them the opportunity to
get multiple proﬁt that they probably wouldn't have got without professional expertise.
There are similar services on the stock market, however, as a rule, they operate on the
single exchange owned by them, which users should trust their money to, or the chosen
trader manages the money directly. These two features make copy trading risky for newbie
investors. Furthermore, while developing such an exchange, huge investment is required for
attracting traders and investors.
The system of exchanges has already been formed on the cryptocurrency market, and users
got used to trusting their money to large platforms with a good reputation. Thus, there is a
need for a universal platform that works with different exchanges and lets you copy the
transactions regardless of whether the investor's and trader's accounts are on the same
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exchange. In this case, the purchaser's and trader's accounts will remain on their exchanges
but will be connected by safe copy trading which the purchaser can stop at any moment.
The idea reduces the risk of copy trading on one platform and doesn't require large
investments to attract users (they continue working on their exchanges).
As a matter of fact, the idea is already realized in the working pre-alpha version of Vesa
and mobile apps. Apart from the feature of copying the transactions from various
cryptocurrency exchanges through API, a fully-ﬂedged environment will be created for both
groups of users.

Purchaser’s exchange

Trader’s exchange

BITTREX
POLONIEX | BITCTAMP | C-CEX
BITFINEX | KRAKEN | LIQUI

POLONIEX
BITTREX |BITCTAMP | C-CEX
BITFINEX | KRAKEN | LIQUI

g
yin
cop

Purchaser

through VESA

Fee to trader

Trader

The project analyzes traders' trading statistics on the exchange and compiles a detailed
catalogue with ratings according to which the purchaser can choose a trader. Purchasers
can duplicate the transactions from various traders, adding them to their investment
portfolio. They also get powerful statistics tools allowing them to analyze the trade and
acquire additional knowledge.
The trader themselves sets the commission for their services, which, together with a rating,
makes their offer more or less interesting. Thus, an average commission will be determined
by market pricing principles.
To pay the commission, purchasers buy VSA tokens for ﬁat money or other cryptocurrencies.
1.5% charge from the commission is paid for the platform services. Possible demand for
Vesa platform and opportunity to copy trade may result to permanent demand for VSA and
Vesa services.
The public alpha version of Vesa will be out on 1 April 2018. A full version of the project
will be launched on 15 May 2018.
Further development of the project involves increasing functionality, integration with new
cryptocurrency exchanges, and new market entry. More at Road Map.
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It is planned to launch our own exchange, provide users with leverage, develop personal
API and social media features.
It is planned to integrate The full Vesa version with 5 cryptocurrency exchanges (including
Poloniex, Bittrex, Kraken), and start working with 10 more leading exchanges by 2020.
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Copy trading
Traders trade on the exchange by buying and selling cryptocurrencies. Vesa keeps track in
real time of the actions performed by the trader and duplicates the same purchases and
sales in the user's account. Example:
A purchaser decided to buy 10 BTC in the trader
chosen according to the rating. The purchaser has
100 BTC on the account, which means they

10 BTC

allocated the trader 10% of the available sum.

A trader has their own 1000 BTC on the account,
and they bought 1,000 tokens of other
1000
BTC

1000 ВСС
за 100 BTC

cryptocurrency (for example, BCC), having spent
100 BTC (10% of the available sum) on this.

Vesa will duplicate the transaction in the
purchaser’s account, buying BCC equal to 10% of
100
BСС

10
BСС

the sum invested in the trader. That is, it will buy
10 BCC for 1 BTC.

When the trader will sell 1000 BCC at the rate of
1.1BTC, the system will also sell the cryptocurrency
1000
BCC

0.1 BTC

in the purchaser's account, creating a proﬁt of 0.1
BTC.

Percentage-wise, the purchaser receives the same proﬁt as the trader. If the investment in
the trader was not 10 but 100 BTC, the purchase would be 10 BTC and the proﬁt from the
transaction would be 1 BTC.
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Investment portfolio
The purchaser can copy transactions from different traders, dividing their investments
percentage-wise in the investment portfolio.
Investor portfolio: 10 BTC(100%)

Trader 1
2.8 BTC
25%

Trader 4
1 BTC
10%

Trader 2
5 BTC
50%

Trader 3
1.2 BTC
12%

The sum of 10 BTC, account balance on the purchaser’s exchange (e.g., Poloniex). To access
an account, the purchaser gives their API key with the possibility of trade but without the
right of money withdrawal. The trader also provides their API key that gives the opportunity
to look through the actions in the exchange account and track their trading history.
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Full sequence of operations:

The trader takes an API key on the exchange

1
Vesa analyzes the trader's trading history
and creates statistics on the results.

and connects it to their account on Vesa.

2
The trader opens access for copy trading in their

3
The purchaser connects an API key
of their exchange to the account on Vesa

account on Vesa and sets the amount of an purchaser’s
commission (in per cent of the proﬁt from a transaction).

4
The purchaser adds traders to their portfolio, based on
traders' results and personal preferences.

5

Then the purchaser allocates the available sum for

Vesa monitors the trader's trade in the account
on their exchange and copies all transactions
to the purchaser's account on the same

trading to each of them.

6

or other exchange.

After trading, Vesa debits a commission in VSA tokens
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from the purchaser's account on Vesa and pays it
to the trader's account on the platform.

Traders don't have access to purchasers’ money, and Vesa doesn't have access to the
withdrawal of money from purchasers’ accounts. That's why the purchaser needs VSA tokens
to pay the trader a commission.
So that the trader's transactions could be copied in the purchaser’s account, we need the
guarantee that the commission received as a result of trade will be paid off. Thus, the VSA
sum on the purchaser's account should always be positive. VSA sale for ﬁat currencies will
promote a fast top-up of the account.
For purchasers' safety reasons, traders will go through moderation checking the instances
of blatant market manipulation (pump & dump) in the trading history.
Traders' exchange accounts set up less than half a year ago will bear the mark “Riskily” and
will be ranked in the lower part of the search. It will let users avoid investing in
inexperienced traders.
Due to the relatively low capitalization compared to the stock market, cryptocurrencies
have high volatility. Thus, Vesa on medium-term transactions from 3 to 10 days, which are
more proﬁtable in conditions of volatility.
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Advantages
Universal character and simplicity
Vesa is the only project in the sphere of copy trading that works with any cryptocurrency
exchanges, offering trade in over 100 currency pairs. Traders and purchasers don't need to
study the new interface and transfer their money to other accounts in order to begin copy
trading.
All operations are done in the usual user accounts on the exchanges they chose. Traders
just need to connect their account on Vesa and go through moderation. Purchasers use Vesa
to choose traders, distribute funds among them in the investment portfolio, and send
commission for copying.
The universal character lets Vesa reach a huge audience of cryptocurrency exchange users
without signiﬁcant expenses on the promotion of a new project.
Transparency and safety
Vesa is a balanced transparent platform that reduces the risks of copy trading. The project
doesn't have access to users' funds. Similarly, traders can't use users' funds.
The trader is included in the Vesa catalogue after a check for market manipulation. Then
the project automatically gets years-long bidding statistics from the trader's exchange,
which lets us calculate the rating based on the successes and failures of their trading
strategy. So the purchaser can choose a trader according to their real experience. The
purchaser can also stop copying at any moment with one click, which allows them to
control fully the process.
Tokens in the service infrastructure
VSA tokens are used for purchasers’ paying out commissions to traders. Thus, the possible
demand for project tokens may be based on the number of regular users. Since Vesa has no
direct competitors and has an easy access to the audience of large cryptocurrency
exchanges thanks to its format.
In order to attract the primary audience, the ones who will buy tokens at Presale and Public
Sale will get discounts on commissions during the ﬁrst six months of the project operation.
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High readiness level
The team of Vesa developers doesn't just suggest a new idea but has a working solution.
The project has been developed since January 2017, and now it is at the stage of a working
pre-alpha version – alpha.vesa.io. Mobile apps of the project that are being reﬁned
alongside the main version can be already found in App Store and Google Play.
The public beta version of the project with fully-ﬂedged features will be launched in May
2018. The money raised at ICO is necessary, in the ﬁrst place, for its development and
testing.
Useful features
Vesa offers purchasers a useful feature of investment portfolios, letting them divide their
investments among different traders and control the process of copy trading. Besides, the
service accumulates detailed trading statistics that is provided explicitly and is important
to both traders and investors.
As the project is developing, a cryptocurrency exchange and wallets, a leverage feature, and
social media, which will provide greater opportunities for knowledge exchange and
monetization, will be integrated into it.
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Business model
Vesa will get proﬁt in the form of a service commission from traders and purchasers.
Furthermore, when the project has been developed, premium accounts will be introduced.
Vesa offers users 4 separate software products, each of which has a monetization scheme.
VCT
Vesa
Copy Trading

It is a unique system of independent copying of transactions from various exchanges. The
feature is currently being tested in the pre-alpha version. By the start of ICO, we will add
the feature of virtual copy trading for a purchaser. The feature will fully work in the public
beta version.
The platform keeps track of the actions by thousands of traders on dozens of exchanges
simultaneously and automatically duplicates their actions in thousands of purchasers’
accounts. The technology includes a large number of algorithms of rate distribution logic,
requests, liquidation, etc.
Investment via Vesa copy trading is possible in any cryptocurrency. There is a possibility of
access to the trader's open positions or copying starting from the next open transaction.
The technology is aimed for medium- and long-term trading strategies.
Copy Trading Commission
The purchaser will pay commission for copy trading to both the trader and the platform.
The trader themselves sets the commission before publishing their proﬁle.
The platform automatically debits 1.5% of the full yield from the trader's and purchaser’s
accounts for a positively ﬁnished trading day. Commission for negative returns is not
debited at the end of the trading day. The grading system implies that the user should have
a positive balance.
Formula for commission calculation: TR=P1*(C*(V*ROS))+P2*(C2(V*ROS))
џ TR - total return (the system's yield from positive trade).
џ V - investment volume in USD.
џ C1 - trader's agent commission from the user, USD/day.
џ ROS - return on sales (the trader's proﬁt margin).
џ P1 - system's agent commission from a successful transaction paid by the user.
џ P2 - system's agent commission from a successful transaction paid by the trader.
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Expenses

Yields
Traders

The purchaser's commission set
by the trader

1.5% platform commission

Purchasers

Positive trade results on the
exchange account

1.5% platform commission +
trader's commission

VPA
Vesa Portfolio
Analysing

It is analytics of traders' and purchasers’ exchange accounts. The feature will be added in
the public alpha version before Public Sale.
Vesa analyzes all exchange users' transactions, generating the information on transaction
gains and losses, token value, balances, reports, etc. in real time. It lets traders and users
objectively assess their achievement results.
The service will be free till the fourth quarter of 2019. After that, premium accounts will be
on sale, which will cost for month.
Free - $0

Basic - $3.99

Pro - $7.99

Analytics is available for
1 exchange

Analytics for up to 3
exchanges at once

Analytics for any number
of exchanges

Transaction tracking
with limitations

Transaction tracking
without limitations

Detailed analysis of
accounts

Push notiﬁcations are
unavailable

Push notiﬁcations are
free

Automatic import from
exchanges is unavailable

Automatic import from
exchanges is available

Detailed historical
market data on more
than 2,000 currencies
from 30 exchanges

Ad is shown

No ads

Transaction tracking
without limitations
Push notiﬁcations are
free
Automatic import from
exchanges is available
No ads
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VCE
Vesa Crypto
Exchange

It is the project's own cryptocurrency exchange with free copy trading, which will be
launched at the end of 2018.
Analyzing the ﬁrst year of the project operation, we will be able to determine the
cryptocurrency pairs, most attractive in terms of earnings, and launch the bids on our own
exchange. Vesa's users will get the opportunity to copy trade for free, as the project will
receive proﬁt from exchange commissions. Copy trading will have to be paid in the case of
dealing with third-party exchanges. Thus, Vesa exchange will get a competitive advantage.
Monetization of the exchange will be based on transaction commissions. Its size will be
formed according to the Maker-Taker principle – as the bid volume increases, the size of
commission will decrease in direct proportionality.
VSM
Vesa Stock
Market

It is an access to trade on the stock market by means of the service that will be
implemented in early 2020.
Vesa needs to obtain necessary licenses for international broker activities on the stock
market. After that, the stock market trade will be possible. Thanks to the project, users will
be able to buy shares and bonds for cryptocurrency as easily as they can be bought for ﬁat
money now.
The monetization scheme for the stage of the project's stock market entry in early 2020
will be developed separately based on the study of competitors and legal aspects of the
project operation.
VSA-token will not be traded on the internal exchange and stock market and will be used to
pay commissions for copying transactions on third-party exchanges.
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ICO
Funds received from token sale will be used to provide services on the cryptocurrency and
stock markets. For this, VSA tokens in the form of ERC20 (Ethereum token standard) smart
contracts will be issued.
Name: VSA token – a business smart contract of Vesa's fund
Issue: 40 000 000 VSA
Initial rate: 1000 VSA = 0.20 - 0.35 ETH
Exchange rate: 1 ETH - $1000
Since the additional issue of tokens is technically impossible and unsold tokens will be
disposed of. If fees are lower than the minimum threshold, the received funds will be
returned to backers under the conditions of a smart contract.
The backers who bought over 1,000 VSA at the Presale stage will get the opportunity to
use all Vesa features without a commission for six months. In the next 6 months, they will
have a 50% discount. Having bought over 1,000 VSA at the Public Sale stage, the backers
will get a one-year 50% discount on the commission.
ICO Stages

Public Sale
01-31.05.2018

Pre Sale
27.03-27.04.2018
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1. Pre Sale
Date: 27.03. - 27.04.2018
Token price: 0,20 ETH for 1000 VSA
Minimum amouts for sell: 1000 VSA
Bonuses: от 35% до 75%
The received funds will be spent on the extension of the team of developers and
completion of the beta version of the project. A separate budget will be necessary for an
advertising campaign before Public Sale and participation in the ﬁnancial and blockchain
events.
2. Public Sale
Date: 01 - 27.05.2018
Token price: 0.35 ETH for 1000 VSA
Minimum amouts for sell: 1000 VSA
Bonuses: from 15% to 35%
The funds will be spent on the project development according to a road map – among
other things, on the development of a cryptocurrency exchange and wallet features,
reﬁnement of mobile apps, creation of the leverage feature, personal API, and social media.
The hard cap achievement lets us bring the project to the stock market.
For both sale’s
Tokens for sale: 79%
Soft cap: 500 ETH
Hard cap: 10 000 ETH
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Bonus system
Each ICO stage provides bonuses for the purchase of a certain amount of tokens. Bonuses
are calculated in the per cent of the purchased tokens.
For instance, a purchaser bought 100 000 VSA for 20 ETH (0.20 ETH for 1000 token). In this
case, the purchaser will get a bonus equal to 47% of the total number of the purchased
tokens. 47% of 100 000 VSA is 47 000 VSA. Thus, the total number of tokens bought by the
purchaser for 20 ETH will amount to 147 000 VSA.

20 ETH

100K
VSA

0.2 ETH
for 1000 tokens

$

147K
VSA

+47%

The pricing also implies a progressive scale of an increase in the token price depending on
the time of the purchase on the ﬁrst day of Presale or Public Sale. In other words, we
provide a discount to the purchasers who will buy VSA during the ﬁrst hours of trade.
Presale. The opening 1 token price is 0.0001642857143 ETH during the ﬁrst hour after the
start of trade. Then the price will rise by 0.000003571428573 ETH every hour during 10
hours. Then the price will reach 0.0002 ETH for 1 VSA (end price) and won't change till the
end of Presale.
Public Sale. The opening 1 token price is 0.0003142857143 ETH. Then it increases by
0.000003571428573 ETH every hour during 5 hours. After reaching the price equal to
0.00035 ETH for 1 VSA, it won't change till the end of the stage.
Bonuses are paid in the case of buying tokens worth over 2.857142857 ETH at any stage.
See more details in table on the next page.
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ICO Stage

Start price
for 1 VSA, ETH

Amount of
promo-hours

End price
for 1 VSA, ETH

The bonus amounts
and investment sums, ETH
џ 35%: 2,857142857 - 7,142857143
џ 42%: 7,142857143 - 14,28571429

Pre sale

0.0001642857143

10

џ 47%: 14,28571429 - 25

0.0002

џ 55%: 25 - 85
џ 65%: 85 - 285
џ 75%: 285 and up
џ 15%: 2,857142857 - 7,142857143
џ 17%: 7,142857143 - 14,28571429

Public
sale

0.0003142857143

5

џ 20%: 14,28571429 - 25

0.00035

џ 25%: 25 - 85
џ 30%: 85 - 285
џ 35%: 285 and up
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Token distribution

Free sale
79%

Bounty
1%
5%

Reserve fund
15%

Team
Application of funds

IT team
and infrastructure

Legal team
33.2%

23.8%

11.4%

Ofﬁce
and other expences

31.7%

Analysis team

The total cost of Vesa development will amount to about 10 000 ETH in the next 5 years.
The sum will be partly covered with ICO funds, an income from commissions for copy
trading, the sale of premium accounts.
85% of tokens reserved for the team will be unavailable for six months and then will be
brought to the team members gradually – 10% a month during a year. The tokens reserved
for the project advisers will be frozen for a month.
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Road map
3

4

Public alpha version
Sections: statistics, dashboard, and
catalogues of traders and funds.
1.03-1.04

Pre sale, 3%
27.03-27.04

Advertising campaign
15.04 - 15.05

5

Public sale, 63%
1 - 31.05
6

Obtaining licenses
for a cryptocurrency exchange,
enlarging the team to 11 people.

15.04-15.05
7

2 - 14.06

Free trial of the project
500 ETH
soft cap

Public beta version
Implementation of the following
features: copy trading, catalogue of
traders, investment portfolio, statistics
and analytics. Integration with Poloniex,
data collection from 5 more large
exchanges

8

1.07-1.09

9

Start of a paid period
with commissions for copy trading
5.09

10

11

The development of our own exchange
Creation of a crypto exchange, addition of
2 new exchanges for copy trading and the
launch of fully-ﬂedged mobile apps for
Vesa users.
1.09-1.12

12

Obtaining licenses
for the acceptance of ﬁat currencies
10.12

2019

1000 ETH

Launch of the exchange
Work on the project's internal exchange
with 10 currency pairs and testing of the
cross-exchange copy trading
2.12.2018-1.02.2019

2
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Obtaining licenses
for working with investment funds

2

15.02

Expanding the team to 20 people

3

10.03

4

5

Adding new facilities
Launch of mobile apps for traders,
integration of leverage, creation of a
personal API, and addition of 5 crypto
exchanges for copy trading.
1.02-1.07

6

2500 ETH
7

8

9

10

Wallet and apps
Creation of a cryptowallet with mobile
apps for purchasers trading mobile app
for traders, platform-based social media,
addition of 3 exchanges for copy trading.
1.07-1.12

11

5000 ETH
12

Enlarging the team
of developers to 35 people
14.12

2020

2

3

Local oﬃces
Opening of ofﬁces in London, Dubai, and
Tokyo for working with local ﬁat
purchasers. Registration of a trading
broker on the stock market.
Introduction of trade in securities on the
platform, provided, however, that all
necessary licenses are received by Vesa.
1.12.2019-1.05.2020

4

10000 ETH
hard cap
5.2020
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Team

Vlad Pidhainyi
CEO

Andy Pidhainyi
CVO

Roman Jivitsa
Frontend Developer

Valeriy Fisun
Head of Design

Nikita Agoshkov
iOS developer

Vladimir Voiko
Android developer

Roman Litoshko
Community manager

Maksim Zarubin
Backend developer

Александр Йорк

Руслан Куринной

Директор по маркетингу

Community менеджер
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FAQ
1. What new features does Vesa oﬀer?
Thanks to Vesa, any newbie purchaser will be able to earn on the cryptocurrency market.
For this, the system will copy the actions of experienced traders in the purchaser's account.
That is, the purchaser will automatically trade on the market using the trader's strategy.
A major advantage is the work with an unlimited number of cryptocurrency exchanges.
First, millions of exchange users will be able to start copy trading with a couple clicks,
working in their account on the exchange. Second, transactions with any cryptocurrencies
will be possible to copy.
There is currently no project with such features on the market. There are projects that copy
trade on the stock market within their platforms. There are projects that also allow working
with cryptocurrencies but only a limited amount.
2. Why will the platform be popular?
Because of the rise in popularity of cryptocurrency investments, most newbie purchasers
lose their money due to the lack of experience. Vesa offers such people a simple and
universal platform that lets you copy trade on the market as a professional and earn on
cryptocurrency rates.
Vesa will help newbie purchasers, increase their earnings. More experienced purchasers
will use Vesa for efﬁcient management of their assets and choice of the most successful
traders.
3. Which cryptocurrencies can be traded?
Any cryptocurrencies. Vesa is a platform that connects to any cryptocurrency exchange
through API. Thus, all currencies existing on exchanges will be available for copy trading on
Vesa.
4. What does the project do for the development of the cryptocurrency market?
It increases cryptocurrency capitalization fostering the inﬂux of ﬁat investors. Vesa makes
access to earning on cryptocurrencies available to a wide range of people. Their successful
ﬁnancial results will foster large investments and improve the image of cryptocurrencies as
an investment tool.
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5. Does Vesa already operate?
We've been working on Vesa since early 2017. The project is currently presented in its prealpha version available through the link. You can see the interface and use basic functions.
First versions of iOS and Android apps are also available.
6. How will the project earn?
Purchasers and traders will pay a 1.5% commission from all transactions in VSA tokens.
Premium accounts that will be introduced in mid-2019 will become one more source of
income.
7. How safe is Vesa for users?
The main thing that makes Vesa safe is that the project doesn't have access to funds on
traders' and users' accounts. They work in their exchange accounts, while Vesa copies
trading signals.
It is also important that the trader has no access to funds on the investor's accounts. The
trader trades their own money, and their actions are copied at the users'.
8. What does the project require funds from ICO for?
We need to increase our team of developers and obtain licenses for cryptocurrency
exchange in order to launch a public version with fully-ﬂedged features – copy trading,
investment portfolio, introduction of ﬁat money for commission payment, statistics and
analytics for investors and traders.
In the future, we are going to broaden the features, continue working on mobile apps and
adding new cryptocurrency exchanges. In 2020, we intend to introduce a feature of copy
trading on the stock market.
9. Which stage of ICO is it better to buy tokens at?
The number of VSA tokens equal to 1000 can be purchased. A standard price is 0.20 ETH. It
is most proﬁtable to buy tokens in the ﬁrst hours of Presale on 27.03.2018. The token price
will amount to 0.0001642857143 ETH.
If you are going to purchase over 2.857142857 ETH, the number of the purchased tokens
increases to 35% in the form of bonuses.
If you are going to buy 10 to 25 ETH, you will additionally get 42-47% more tokens in the
form of bonuses.
If the purchase of over 25 ETH you will additionally receive a 55 to 75% bonus.
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Contacts

The ﬁrst independent
blockchain copytrading
service

Vesa.io
ask@vesa.io
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